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ABSTRACT

M subdwarfs are low-metallicity M dwarfs that typically inhabit the halo population of the Galaxy.

Metallicity controls the opacity of stellar atmospheres; in metal poor stars, hydrostatic equilibrium

is reached at a smaller radius, leading to smaller radii for a given effective temperature. We compile

a sample of 88 stars that span spectral classes K7 to M6 and include stars with metallicity classes

from solar-metallicity dwarf stars to the lowest metallicity ultra-subdwarfs to test how metallicity

changes the stellar radius. We fit models to Palomar Double Spectrograph (DBSP) optical spectra to

derive effective temperatures (Teff) and we measure bolometric luminosities (Lbol) by combining broad

wavelength-coverage photometry with Gaia parallaxes. Radii are then computed by combining the Teff

and Lbol using the Stefan-Boltzman law. We find that for a given temperature, ultra-subdwarfs can

be as much as five times smaller than their solar-metallicity counterparts. We present color-radius and

color-surface brightness relations that extend down to [Fe/H] of −2.0 dex, in order to aid the radius

determination of M subdwarfs, which will be especially important for the WFIRST exoplanetary

microlensing survey.

1. INTRODUCTION

M subdwarfs are low-metallicity M-dwarf stars and

are identified by their position to the left of the main se-

quence on a color magnitude diagram (Sandage & Eggen

1959). Their metal-poor compositions are a characteris-

tic of their old age, and therefore M subdwarfs make up

a significant portion of the halo and bulge stellar popu-

lations (e.g., Gizis 1997; Lépine et al. 2003; Burgasser

et al. 2003). The very low metallicity of the subdwarfs

is theorized to alter their radii since metallicity controls

the opacity of the atmosphere, which modifies the equi-

librium configuration (Burrows et al. 1993). In metal-

poor stars the photosphere is expected to lie deeper in

the star where the gas temperature is higher, leading to

smaller radii for a given effective temperature (Teff).

Corresponding author: Aurora Y. Kesseli
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Accurate stellar radii are extremely important for exo-

planet characterization; improved radius measurements

have enabled new discoveries of transiting exoplanets

in the Kepler sample (e.g., Fulton et al. 2017). Al-

though subdwarfs have not been targeted often by many

transiting exoplanet surveys, their radii will be impor-

tant for NASA’s Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope’s

(WFIRST) exoplanet microlensing survey. The survey

is a wide-area microlensing study targeting source stars

in the Galactic bulge. Bulge stars will be monitored via

a wide near-infrared band for brightening indicative of

lensing by an intervening foreground object. A planet in

orbit around the lensing star can sometimes be detected

as a secondary perturbation (Gaudi 2012). By mea-

suring many secondary events, WFIRST will perform a

statistical census of the Galaxys planetary population in

a way not possible with direct imaging or radial velocity

techniques and in a way that samples a different param-

eter space than transit studies (Penny et al. 2018).
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Subdwarfs will represent a significant fraction of

Galactic bulge sources observed during the exoplanetary

microlensing survey. When these sources are brightened

by foreground lensing systems containing one or more

exoplanets, their accurate characterization is an impor-

tant component in determining the properties of the

lensing system itself. A large fraction of WFIRST ’s

exoplanet microlensing events will display finite source

effects (Zhu et al. 2014), where sharp features of the lens’

magnification pattern resolve the finite angular size of

the source star (e.g., Witt & Mao 1994) and allow mea-

surement of the ratio of the angular source radius to

the angular Einstein radius. Knowledge of the angular

source radius, e.g., from use of color-surface brightness

relations (Yoo et al. 2004; Kervella & Fouqué 2008; Boy-

ajian et al. 2012) allows the ratio to be converted into a

measurement of the angular Einstein radius and a con-

straint on the mass of the lens (Gould 1994; Nemiroff &

Wickramasinghe 1994). Yet, the sizes of subdwarfs are

not well known, mainly because subdwarfs are rare in

the solar neighborhood and have not seen the scrutiny

that stars of higher metallicity have seen.

Previous studies have discovered and classified many

M subdwarfs, but less has been done to determine their

physical parameters (e.g., radii and effective temper-

atures). Gizis (1997) first introduced a classification

scheme for M subdwarfs based on the molecular line

strength ratios between the optical CaH (∼6830 and

6975 Å) and TiO5 (∼7130 Å) bands and separated M

subdwarfs into three categories: the solar metallicity

dwarfs (dM), the metal-poor subdwarfs (sdM), and the

very metal-poor extreme subdwarfs (esdM). Lépine et

al. (2007) increased the sample of known metal poor M

dwarfs to over 400 objects and expanded the classifica-

tion to include a new even more metal-poor class, ultra

subdwarfs (usdM).

Since then, Jao et al. (2008) devised a separate classifi-

cation scheme for subdwarfs, based on physical parame-

ters (effective temperature, metallicity and surface grav-

ity), by comparing spectra to stellar atmosphere models.

Exact values of these physical parameters could not be

determined until recently because model atmospheres

still could not reproduce many of the molecular features

present in the atmospheres of cool stars. However, Ra-

jpurohit et al. (2014, 2016) found that the recently up-

dated PHOENIX stellar atmosphere models (Allard et

al. 2012) successfully reproduced many of the features

in low metallicity stars and were therefore able to make

estimates of the metallicity, surface gravity and temper-

ature of a limited sample of M subdwarfs.

Recently, there has also been a significant effort to ex-

pand the sample of subdwarfs to the very lowest mass

stars and brown dwarfs (e.g., Zhang et al. 2017, 2018).

Zhang et al. (2018) increased the known sample of L

subdwarfs to about 66 objects that have been spec-

troscopically confirmed and classified. Gonzales et al.

(2018) determined fundamental parameters (e.g., tem-

perature, bolometric luminosity) for 10 of these L sub-

dwarfs. These studies are complementary to our work

since they focus on stars of spectral type M7 through L,

while our targets are spectral type K7 through M7. To-

gether, a temperature sequence from K7 through L-type

metal-poor stars and brown dwarfs can be created.

In this paper we present stellar radii for a greatly ex-

panded sample of M subdwarf stars. In Section 2 we

describe how we chose our representative sample of M

subdwarf stars, and in Section 3 we describe our Palo-

mar DBSP observations and data reduction procedure.

The radii are calculated by combining Teff and Lbol using

the Stefan-Boltzmann equation. We detail our method

for determining the metallicity in Section 4.1, the ef-

fective temperature in Section 4.2, and our method for

determining the bolometric luminosity in Section 4.3.2.

Finally, we present color and effective temperature rela-

tions that can be used to determine the radii of other M

subdwarf stars in Section 5.

2. SELECTING THE SAMPLE

The WFIRST microlensing survey will probe sources

primarily in the 20 < W1491 < 24 mag (AB) range,

corresponding roughly to early-G through mid-M spec-

tral types at the 8 kpc distance of the Galactic bulge,

assuming a total column extinction of A(W149) ≈ 1.0

mag toward l = 1.◦0, b = −1.◦5 (Schlafly & Finkbeiner

2011). The metallicity range of stars in the Galactic

bulge spans −3.0 < [Fe/H] < 1.0 dex (Ness & Freeman

2016). The more metal-rich stars in this range are those

that trace out the well-known boxy/peanut shape of the

inner Galaxy. The more metal-poor stars belong either

to a thick disk or an old spheroidal population (Dékány

et al. 2013; Gran et al. 2016). Therefore, we wish to use

observations of bright, nearby subdwarfs to construct a

grid of spectra covering the spectral type and metallic-

ity range present in the bulge that, when combined with

photometry at other wavelengths, will allow us to fully

characterize a broad subset of these objects. Knowl-

edge learned from this nearby subset can then be used

to deduce radii for more distant examples using color

information alone.

1 This is a wide filter extending from 0.927 to 2.000 µm. See
the list of WFIRST telescope and instrument parameters at http:
//wfirst.ipac.caltech.edu

http://wfirst.ipac.caltech.edu
http://wfirst.ipac.caltech.edu
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Subdwarfs first become identifiable in broadband col-

ors at mid-K types (see Figure 1 from Zhang et al. 2017

and Figure 7 from Kirkpatrick et al. 2016). The pro-

posed WFIRST microlensing observations will probe

bulge dwarfs as cold as roughly mid-M. Therefore, we

restricted our spectral class range to ∼K7 through ∼M7.

The Lépine et al. (2007) subdwarf subclasses subd-

warfs (sd), extreme subdwarfs (esd), and ultra subd-

warfs (usd), roughly represent objects in the metallic-

ity ranges log([Fe/H]) ≈ −0.5, −1.0, and −1.5, respec-

tively. Most known late-K through late-M subdwarfs

were classified before the Lepine et al. system was es-

tablished, some of which were typed against the earlier

Gizis (1997) two-subclass system. Others pre-date both

of these papers and are classified on a mixture of sys-

tems.

Rather than rely on published types, we combed the

literature for objects classified as subdwarfs. We iden-

tified ∼250 in all, most of which are relatively bright,

nearby sources found by various proper motion surveys.

We then tabulated their optical, 2MASS, and WISE

magnitudes. Using the J − Ks vs. J−W2 diagram,

we plotted these objects together with known dwarfs of

solar metallicity, the subdwarf standards of Lépine et al.

(2007), and the theoretical subdwarf tracks (see Figure

1 from Zhang et al. 2017) to pseudo-categorize each as

d, sd, esd or usd. This color-color diagram is shown

in the top plot of Figure 1. After removing those that

appeared to be solar-metallicity dwarfs and those too

far south to be observed with the 200 inch telescope at

Palomar, we were able to sort the distribution of can-

didates by R magnitude and J−W2 color, the latter

being a proxy for temperature or spectral type. Using

this list, we created a target list having three objects in

each integral spectral type bin. Three objects per bin

were required to mitigate the effects of unresolved bi-

narity on the Lbol determination and to have a crude

assessment of the cosmic scatter per bin. One object in

each bin was chosen to be the Lépine et al. (2007) stan-

dard itself, and the other two were generally chosen to

be the brightest (and therefore most easily observable)

at R band. This final observing list is shown in Table 1

as well as in Figure 1.

Prior to our spectroscopic observations, we created

finder charts at the 2017.8 epoch of each source, using

the source’s 2MASS position and its published proper

motion. Any source confused with a bright background

source at our epoch was replaced with the next brightest

star in the spectral bin. One of the subdwarf standards,

LSR J1918+1728 (esdM3), is contaminated at our epoch

of observation and was therefore skipped.
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Figure 1. Top: J−Ks versus J−W2 diagram, used to sep-
arate the compiled ∼250 selected subdwarfs into the metal-
licity classes of d, sd, esd, and usd. The targets ultimately
selected are colored circles, the Lépine et al. (2007) subdwarf
standards are shown as colored stars, and the full original
sample is shown as translucent squares. Note that one of
the Lepine usd standards has dwarf-like colors; this star is
LHS 1691 and we believe that its 2MASS J-band color is
not correct. This star is also an outlier in later figures, such
as Figure 10. Middle: R magnitude versus J−W2 color
diagram. Bottom: R-band magnitude versus spectral type
diagram. A target without a known spectral type is shows
as a ‘?’ on this plot. This plot illustrates how we tried to
target two bright sds, esds, and usds for each spectral type
estimate.

In order to facilitate spectral classification compar-

isons and to provide checks of radius measurements for

stars similar to those in Mann et al. (2013), we observed

two to three solar metallicity dwarfs in each spectral

subtype bin, as well. These are also listed in Table 1.
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Table 1. Spectral Type Grid

Sp. Type Dwarfs Subdwarfs Extreme Ultra

Range Subdwarfs Subdwarfs

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

K7-8 Gl 143.1 LHS 1703* LHS 3276* LHS 1454*

— LHS 170 LHS 104 LSR J0621+3652

— LHS 173 LHS 522 LSR J2115+3804

M0-0.5 Gl 270* LHS 12* LHS 360* LHS 2843*

— LHS 42 LHS 489 LHS 182

— LHS 174 LHS 2355 LSR J1956+4428

M1-1.5 Gl 229A* LHS 2163* LHS 1994* LHS 1863*

Gl 908 LHS 482 LHS 364 LHS 518

— LHS 178 LHS 318 LSR J2205+5353

M2-2.5 Gl 411* LHS 228* LHS 2326* LHS 1691*

Gl 393 LHS 2852 LHS 3555 LSR J0020+5526

— LHS 20 LHS 161 WISE J0707+1705

M3-3.5 Gl 436* LSR J0705+0506* [LSR J1918+1728*] [LHS 325*]

Gl 109 LHS 272 LHS 1174 LSR J0522+3814

Gl 388 LHS 156 LHS 3263 LHS 3382

M4-4.5 Gl 402* LHS 2674*/LHS 504* LSR J1340+1902* LHS 1032*

Gl 447 NLTT 3247 LHS 375 LHS 4028

LHS 3255 LHS 3409 LHS 3090 LHS 453

M5-5.5 Gl 51* LHS 2061* LHS 2405* LHS 2500*

[LP 467-16] LHS 3189 LHS 515 LSR J2122+3656

— LHS 3390 LHS 2096 LHS 205a

M6-6.5 Gl 406* [LHS 2746*] LHS 2023* LSR J0621+1219*

Teegarden LHS 1166 2MASS J0822+1700 LHS 1625

— LHS 1074 LHS 1742a LHS 1826

M7-7.5 — LHS 377 — —

Note—An asterisk indicates a spectral standard. The three spectral standards in braces were
not, however, observed: LSR J1918+1728 because it was confused at our observation epoch
with a background star, LHS 2746 because it was too faint for the observing conditions,
and LHS 325 because of a typographical error in our observing list. LP 467-16 was ob-
served but was later determined to be a binary and we therefore do not list parameters for
it. A few of the object names are abbreviated in the table: “Teegarden” is Teegarden’s Star;
“2MASS J0822+1700” is 2MASS J08223369+1700199, and “WISE J0707+1705” is WISEA
J070720.50+170532.7.

3. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

Data were taken during six separate nights between

August of 2017 and January of 2018, using DBSP on the

200-inch Hale Telescope at Palomar Observatory. DBSP

is a moderate resolution optical spectrograph that uses a

dichroic to split light into separate red and blue channels

that are observed simultaneously (Oke & Gunn 1982).

The observer can choose from four different dichroics

and can choose the grating angle to set the wavelength

coverage and spectral resolution. For all of our nights we

chose the dichroic that split the light at a wavelength of

6800Å. For the blue side we used a 600/4000 grating and

for the red side a 600/10000 grating. We chose grating

angles of ∼ 29◦ and ∼ 32◦, leading to a wavelength

coverage of ∼ 3900− 6950Å and ∼ 6610− 9970Å and a

mean resolving power of ∼2,000 and ∼3,000 for the blue

and red sides, respectively.

We performed all of the data reduction using the

python command line tool for IRAF (PyRAF). Bias sub-

traction, flat fielding, spectral extraction, cosmic ray re-
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moval, wavelength calibration and flux calibration were

performed on the red and blue images separately. Wave-

length calibration frames using a Fe-Ar lamp for the blue

side and a He-Ne-Ar lamp for the red side were taken at

the beginning of each night.

The red and blue wavelength scales were each shifted

to rest separately by cross correlation with a model stel-

lar spectrum of spectral type either M1 for the hot-

ter stars, or M5 for the cooler stars. We next stitched

the spectra together by normalizing the spectra to each

other at the stitch point. The stitch point was chosen

by visual inspection of each spectrum to be a point with

relatively low noise and free of any large absorption fea-

tures, and fell between 6650−6775Å. All the spectra are

available in Figure Set 2 (8 images), and available in the

online journal.

Fig. Set 2. Subdwarf Spectra

For a small subset of our targets, we also obtained high

resolution near-infrared spectra from iSHELL (Rayner

et al. 2012) on NASA’s 3.0-meter Infrared Telescope

Facility (IRTF) on Mauna Kea, Hawaii. We used the

wider slit width, giving a spectral resolution of about

R∼35,000 for our chosen wavelength region (2.09 −
2.38µm). In total we collected spectra of three dwarfs,

four subdwarfs, one extreme subdwarf and one ultra

subdwarf, to test our metallicity estimate techniques

(see Section 4.1 for details). We completed the data

reduction of the iSHELL spectra using the Spextool for

iSHELL package2. Spextool (Cushing et al. 2004) has

been updated in the newest release to be compatible

with iSHELL data, and performs dark subtraction, flat

fielding, order tracing and extraction, linearity correc-

tion and returns a wavelength solution calibrated using

ThAr lamps. We removed telluric absorption features

using the xtellcor (Vacca et al. 2003) function, which

is also part of the larger Spextool reduction package.

4. DETERMINING STELLAR PARAMETERS

4.1. Metallicity

Precise metallicities of M dwarfs are notoriously diffi-

cult to determine because much of the spectrum is dom-

inated by deep molecular features resulting in a lack of a

true continuum in much of the spectrum. Recently how-

ever, many groups have successfully used widely sepa-

rated binaries or common proper motion stars that con-

tain an F, G, or K star and an M dwarf companion to

calibrate methods that use metallicity sensitive spectral

features to determine precise metallicities of M dwarfs

(e.g., Rojas-Ayala et al. 2010, 2012; Terrien et al. 2012;

2 http://irtfweb.ifa.hawaii.edu/research/dr resources/

Mann et al. 2013; Newton et al. 2014). Unfortunately, all

of the relations presented in these studies focus on solar-

metallicity or near-solar metallicity stars and are not cal-

ibrated for the low metallicities present in our sample.

We therefore use two different methods: one to deter-

mine the metallicity of the dwarf and dwarf/subdwarf

stars ([Fe/H] > −0.5 dex), and a second to determine

the metallicities of the more metal poor subdwarfs, and

the extreme and ultra subdwarfs.

The majority of the previously-mentioned methods

use spectral features in the near-infrared, while our spec-

tra are optical. Mann et al. (2013) published [Fe/H] rela-

tions that utilize optical spectra; however, the relations

are highly dependent on the Na doublet at 8200Å, which

is contaminated by telluric features in our spectra and

therefore it is difficult to measure an equivalent width.

Because of this, we use the the near-infrared color re-

lation from Newton et al. (2014) to estimate [Fe/H] for

all the dwarfs and subdwarfs in our sample. Figure 3

shows how the photometric [Fe/H] compares to spectro-

scopic estimates of [Fe/H] from Gaidos et al. (2014) and

Mann et al. (2015) for our 10 overlapping objects. We

find a mean scatter of 0.15 dex and we adopt this as the

uncertainty in [Fe/H] for the dwarfs and subdwarfs.

Low-metallicity extreme and ultra subdwarfs are often

categorized using a ζ parameter, which relates the CaH2

(6814−6846 Å) and CaH3 (6960−6990 Å) band ratios

to the TiO5 (7126−7135 Å) band, since the CaH band is

primarily sensitive to temperature while the TiO5 band

is sensitive to both temperature and metallicity (Dhital

et al. 2012). Using high resolution spectra of subdwarfs

and extreme subdwarfs, Woolf et al. (2009) determined

a relationship between ζ and [Fe/H]. We made use of

this relation and measured a ζ value and hence [Fe/H]

for each of the stars in our sample. The relation was

recalibrated by Mann et al. (2013), but we find that

the change in the derived value of [Fe/H] is significantly

smaller than the quoted uncertainty of the relation (0.3

dex), and so we report the original [Fe/H] values deter-

mined with the Woolf et al. (2009) relation.

As an extra check, we used the high-resolution

(R∼35,000) near infrared iSHELL spectra of three

dwarfs, four subdwarfs, one extreme subdwarf and one

ultra subdwarf, to test the metallicities determined with

the above methods. Figure 4 shows an example of our

high resolution spectra and how the sodium doublet

changes with metallicity. We calculated metallicities

using the relation presented in Newton et al. (2014)

that uses the equivalent width of the sodium doublet

at 2.2 µm to determine the metallicity with an un-

certainty of 0.12 dex. We find that these metallicities

agreed with the metallicities previously reported by

http://irtfweb.ifa.hawaii.edu/research/dr_resources/
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Figure 2. Reduced, flux-calibrated spectra of the early-type (K7-M2) ultra subdwarfs in our sample. All the spectra are
available in the online article using the data behind the figures feature.

Mann et al. (2013) for the three dwarf stars, and that

the metallicities that we derive from the high resolu-

tion spectra are consistent with the metallicities derived

using the Woolf et al. (2009) relation. One of our ex-

treme subdwarfs (LHS 173) has a metallicity reported

from the APOGEE Stellar Parameters and Chemical

Abundances Pipeline (ASPCAP) (Schmidt et al. 2016).

Our derived metallicity from the ζ parameter and the

metallicity from (ASPCAP) are within 0.05 dex, which

further validates our derived metallicites.

4.2. Effective Temperatures

To calculate the effective temperature we fit each spec-

trum to the BT-SETTL model grid using a method sim-

ilar to that of Mann et al. (2013, 2015). The BT-SETTL

grid was created using the PHOENIX stellar atmosphere

code (Allard et al. 2012). We chose to use the BT-

SETTL grid that utilized the Caffau et al. (2011) so-
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Figure 3. Comparison between our values of [Fe/H] and
previously measured literature [Fe/H] values for 10 of our ob-
jects. Our values of [Fe/H] were determined photometrically
using the near-IR color to metallicity relation from Newton
et al. (2014). The literature values of [Fe/H] were deter-
mined spectroscopically by Gaidos et al. (2014) and Mann
et al. (2015), both using the method outlined in Mann et al.
(2013). We find that the photometric metallicities show the
same trend as the spectroscopic metallicities and that there
is no bias towards over or underestimating the metallicities
using photometric relations. The black solid line represents
a one-to-one fit, and shows where all the points would lie if
our photometrically determined [Fe/H] values matched the
literature values exactly. We find a mean scatter around this
line of 0.15 dex, and we adopt this value as our uncertainty
for all of our values of [Fe/H] determined using this method.

lar abundances (CIFIST grid3) since Mann et al. (2013)

found that this grid of abundances gave the smallest er-

rors in effective temperature when comparing model-fit

effective temperature values to precisely known effective

temperatures determined through long baseline optical

interferometry.

The model grid we used was comprised of effective

temperatures ranging from 2600− 4500K in 100K bins,

metallicities ranging from −2.5 to +0.5 dex in 0.5 dex

bins, and surface gravities (log g) of 4.5, 5.0, or 5.5 dex

[cms−2]. This was the smallest-resolution grid publicly

available for the CIFIST models.

To compare the models to an observed spectrum we

convolved the models with a Gaussian kernel. We used

the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the spec-

trum and converted to the standard deviation (σ '
FWHM/2.355), which was then used as the standard

deviations of the Gaussian kernel. We then determined

3 https://phoenix.ens-lyon.fr/Grids/BT-Settl/CIFIST2011/
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Figure 4. iSHELL K-band spectra of Gl 411, LHS 2163,
and LHS 482. The spectra have all been shifted to rest by
cross correlation with model templates. The left plot is cen-
tered on the sodium doublet (2.2 µm) and the right plot is
centered on the CO bandhead (2.3 µm). These plots show
the effect of decreased metallicity on these line strengths and
how we can use the sodium doublet to estimate the stellar
metallicity. We also note that LHS 482 seems to be rota-
tionally broadened, which is intriguing since low metallicity
(−0.75 dex) is reminiscent of old age while rapid rotation is
reminiscent of youth (West et al. 2015). This is the only star
in our iSHELL sample which shows rotational broadening
and we merely note it here as a potential future target of
interest.

a goodness-of-fit statistic (G) for each model k, given by

the following equation from Cushing et al. (2008):

Gk =

n∑
i=1

(
wi(Fi − CkFi,k)

σi

)2

(1)

where n is the total number of data pixels, wi is a

weight assigned to each data pixel, Fi is the flux den-

sity of each data pixel, Fi,k is the flux density of each

model k pixel, σi is the uncertainty in each data pixel,

and Ck is a normalization constant. For absolute flux

calibrated stars, Ck is equal to R2/D2; however, since R

is unknown, we followed Mann et al. (2013) and set this

constant so that the mean of F and Fk were the same.

The model spectrum chosen as the best fit (and therefore

our effective temperature estimate) was the one which

minimized the goodness-of-fit statistic (G).

The weights wi were set to either 0 or 1 so as to exclude

regions in our spectra that were contaminated by telluric

features, or regions where models did not accurately fit

observed spectra of low-mass stars. These regions are

shown with gray boxes in Figure 5. More details on

which regions were excluded and why are given in the

caption for Figure 5.

To test the accuracy of our effective temperature mea-

surements we compared them to the effective temper-

atures of stars in our sample that have previous lit-

https://phoenix.ens-lyon.fr/Grids/BT-Settl/CIFIST2011/
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Figure 5. Example of two of our spectra (black) and their respective best fit model spectra (red). The gray regions are the
regions that have their weights set to 0. The four regions red-ward of 6800 Å are excluded due to telluric features. The region
between ∼6400−6600Å is a region where there is a known issue with a poorly modeled TiO absorption band (Reylé et al. 2011).
The region around 5000Å does not match the majority of our spectra (regardless of effective temperature or metallicity), and
the scaling of the MgH band seems to be particularly problematic. LHS 1625 has a spectral type of usdM6, a best-fit effective
temperature of 3400 K, a best-fit log(g) of 5.5, and a [Fe/H] of −1.5. Gl 393 has a spectral type of dM2, a best-fit effective
temperature of 3500 K, a best-fit log(g) of 5.0, and a [Fe/H] of 0.0.

erature values (Figure 6). The technique in Mann et

al. (2015) has been calibrated against effective temper-

atures derived using long baseline optical interferome-

try and shows typical uncertainties of 60 K, but does

not contain subdwarf stars. Effective temperature esti-

mates from Rajpurohit et al. (2014, 2016) measure the

effective temperatures by fitting mid-to-high resolution

optical and near-IR spectra to the same BT-Settl model

grid as used here, but only measure effective temper-

atures for a small subset of M subdwarf stars. Our

effective temperature estimates are consistent with all

three previous literature effective temperature methods

and show a mean fractional deviation of less than 1%.

We find that 83% of our measurements fall within 1σ

of the literature values and all of our measurements fall

within 2σ of the literature measurements, leading us to

conclude that our estimates are valid and accurate.

We also compared our effective temperatures to those

reported by Gaia DR 2 (Andrae et al. 2018). Andrae et

al. (2018) use an empirically trained machine learning

algorithm to determine a relation between Gaia G-, R-,

and B-band photometry and previously determined Teff

measurements in the literature. We find that the effec-

tive temperatures listed in Gaia DR2 are higher than our

effective temperatures by 10% on average, and that the

discrepancy is larger for cooler stars (see Figure 7). This

discrepancy is not very surprising because the stars in

our sample are at the edge of parameter space included

in the machine learning training; the vast majority of

the stars had near solar metallicities (95% had [Fe/H]

> −0.82 dex) and Teff above 4000 K. Because of this,

we do not use Gaia DR2 temperatures for any of our

remaining analysis.

4.3. Bolometric Luminosity

4.3.1. Compiling Photometry

We collected broad-band photometry for all of our

sources, spanning the blue end of the optical region

to mid-IR wavelengths. Optical photometry was col-

lected from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey’s 12th data

release (SDSS; Alam et al. 2015), the Pan-STARRS1

survey (Chambers et al. 2016), and from Gaia’s Red

and Blue Photometers (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016).

All of the near-infrared (NIR) photometry was from the

2MASS All-Sky Point Source Catalog (2MASS; Skrut-

skie et al. 2006), with one source supplemented from

the corresponding Reject Table (this source is noted

in Table 2). The Wide-Field Infrared Survey Explorer

(WISE; Wright et al. 2010) AllWISE Point Source Cat-

alog served as our source of mid-IR photometry. Both
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Figure 6. Comparison between our temperatures and those
measured by previous studies. If our values and the litera-
ture values were exactly the same the fractional difference
on the bottom plot would be exactly 0.0 (black solid line).
The fractional difference is defined as the literature effective
temperature minus our effective temperature divided by our
effective temperature. We find a mean fractional difference
of 0.3% (dotted line). All of our effective temperatures de-
viate from previous literature values by 100 K or less except
for one which deviates by 150 K. The 100 K mismatches seen
between our values and those of Rajpurohit et al. (2014) are
probably due to the coarse grid size (100 K) of both studies.

WISE and 2MASS photometry were downloaded from

IRSA4.

We imposed quality cuts to ensure that all the pho-

tometry was accurate, and examined each source by eye

to ensure that there was no major background contam-

ination. We only used SDSS photometry that had been

flagged as “clean”, which selects the primary photome-

try for each source and rejects sources with any deblend-

ing problems, interpolation issues or saturation. The

main issue with much of the Pan-STARRS photometry

is the relatively high saturation limit, which is conserva-

tively estimated to be 14.5, 15, 15, 14, and 13 for the g,

r. i, z, and y filters, respectively. Many fields are quoted

to have reliable photometry up to a magnitude brighter

than this, but to be conservative we chose to include only

photometry brighter than these limits by at most a half

magnitude, and only when there was no other indica-

4 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/frontpage/
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Figure 7. Comparison between our temperatures and those
reported in Gaia DR2 (Andrae et al. 2018). Gaia overes-
timates the temperatures by a mean value of 10%, however
the temperatures below ∼ 3200 are overestimated by an even
greater degree (almost 20%).

tion of poor photometry (e.g., bad quality flags, or PSF

did not include the entire source). For both WISE and

2MASS data we did not include any photometry that

was flagged as contaminated, saturated, or had a quality

flag indicating that the photometry had a signal-to-noise

ratio (SNR) less than five. We also visually inspected

the WISE W3 and W4 bands and did not include any

photometry from these bands when the source was not

visually discernible from the background. Since there

are no quality flags for the Gaia DR2 data, we followed

guidelines from Evans et al. (2018) and cut any sources

with a color excess that exceeds 1.3+0.06(GBP - GRP)2,

where GBP is the Gaia blue-band magnitude and GRP

is the Gaia red-band magnitude. This relation removes

any sources that have been affected by severe crowd-

ing, or calibration and processing issues. All of the final

compiled photometry for each target is listed in Table

2.

Magnitudes were then converted to flux densities using

the equation

Fν = Fν0 × 10−m/2.5 (2)

where Fν is the flux density, m is the magnitude, and

Fν0 is the zero magnitude flux density. Gaia, 2MASS

http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/frontpage/
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Table 2. Photometry

Star SDSS u σu SDSS g σg Pan-STARRS g σPS1 g Gaia GBP σGBP Pan-STARRS r σPS1 r ...*

0.35 µm 0.48 µm 0.481 µm 0.5044 µm 0.617 µm

LHS1032 22.5 0.3 19.03 0.03 18.71 0.02 18.15 0.018 17.211 0.003

LHS104 17.06 0.01 14.48 0.02 – – 13.969 0.001 – –

LHS1074 24.1 1.1 20.18 0.02 19.84 0.02 19.25 0.06 18.374 0.004

LHS1166 22.4 0.3 19.99 0.02 19.64 0.01 19.22 0.06 18.247 0.003

LHS1174 21.1 0.1 18.03 0.02 17.81 0.006 17.28 0.01 16.378 0.004

LHS12 15.75 0.01 13.1950 0.0005 – – 12.492 0.002 – –

LHS1454 – – – – 17.17 0.005 16.788 0.007 15.931 0.002

LHS156 – – – – 15.651 0.001 15.205 0.003 – –

LHS161 18.39 0.02 15.55 0.02 15.368 0.001 14.926 0.004 – –

LHS1625 – – – – 20.13 0.03 19.48 0.02 18.52 0.01

LHS1691 – – – – 18.352 0.003 17.803 0.009 16.874 0.004

LHS170 – – – – – – 10.891 0.001 – –

LHS1703 17.82 0.03 15.18 0.04 14.846 3.0E-04 14.496 0.0020 – –

Note—*See online version or email the authors for full table, which includes all 85 objects and all photometry

and WISE magnitudes are given in the Vega photomet-

ric system, and Fν0 is a constant that gives the same

response as Vega for a given frequency (ν). The zero

magnitudes for 2MASS andWISE were given in the Ex-

planatory Supplements5,6, and for Gaia calculated using

the Gaia B- and R-band filters and a model of Vega by

the SVO Filter Profile Services7 (Rodrigo et al. 2012).

For WISE, we used the zero magnitudes derived using

a constant power-law spectrum as recommended in the

documentation since our sources were not steeply rising

in the mid-IR. Pan-STARRS photometry is given in the

AB magnitude system (Oke & Gunn 1983) and thus has

a constant zero magnitude flux for all bands. The SDSS

magnitude system was intended to be an AB system, but

is known to require slight adjustments (Fukugita et al.

1996), which are given in Holberg & Bergeron (2006). To

then convert the SDSS magnitudes to fluxes we used the

equations in the SDSS documentation8 since the magni-

tudes are asinh magnitudes and not pogson magnitudes

and Equation 2 cannot therefore be used.

We converted Fν to Fλ using Fλ = Fν(c/λ2
c), where

c is the speed of light and λc if the center of each filter

5 https://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/releases/allsky/doc/
sec6 4a.html

6 http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/expsup/
sec4 4h.html

7 http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/svo/theory/fps/index.php?
mode=browse

8 http://www.sdss.org/dr12/algorithms/magnitudes/

bandpass, and given in Table 2. These final values of Fλ
are the photometry values shown in Figure 8 and what

we used for the remainder of the calculations involving

photometry.

4.3.2. The Bolometric Luminosity

Once the photometry was converted to physical flux

densities, we used these points to anchor a spectrum. We

chose to use the BT-SETTL model spectra throughout,

since the flux calibration of the blue end of our spectra

has known issues and there are large telluric absorption

features contaminating the red side of our spectra. The

best-fit BT-SETTL model from our effective tempera-

ture estimates (see Section 4.2) was normalized to fit

the photometry. The normalization constant was de-

termined by generating synthetic photometry from the

model spectrum in a method similar to that of Fil-

ippazzo et al. (2015). The synthetic photometry was

generated from the best-fit model spectrum using filter

transmission curves from the SVO Filter Profile Services

and the following equation

Fλ,synth =

∫
T (λ)Fλ,model(λ)dλ∫

T (λ)dλ
(3)

where T (λ) is the transmission curve from SVO, in-

terpolated onto the same wavelength grid as the model

spectrum (Fλ,model). The normalization constant was

found by then minimizing the squared difference be-

tween the synthetic and catalog photometry. The op-

timal minimization (and hence value of the normaliza-

https://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/releases/allsky/doc/sec6_4a.html
https://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/releases/allsky/doc/sec6_4a.html
http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/expsup/sec4_4h.html
http://wise2.ipac.caltech.edu/docs/release/allsky/expsup/sec4_4h.html
http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/svo/theory/fps/index.php?mode=browse
http://svo2.cab.inta-csic.es/svo/theory/fps/index.php?mode=browse
http://www.sdss.org/dr12/algorithms/magnitudes/
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tion constant) was determined using the scipy routine

scipy.optimize.minimize scalar.

The bolometric luminosity was then determined by

the following integral

Lbol = 4πD2

∫ 500 µm

0.1 µm

C × Fλdλ (4)

where C is the above determined normalization con-

stant, Fλ is the model flux, and D is the distance

determined from Gaia DR2 parallaxes (Gaia Collab-

oration et al. 2018). Instead of using the inverted

parallax to get D, we used the distances reported by

Bailer-Jones et al. (2018) for Gaia DR2, which are pub-

licly available within the Gaia archive external catalog

external.gaiadr2 geometric distance. The Bailer-

Jones et al. (2018) distances are more reliable because

they account for the nonlinearity of the transformation

from parallax to distance. This nonlinearity is corrected

using a Bayesian distance prior that varies as a function

of galactic longitude and latitude. Finally, we used a

simple trapezoidal integration (numpy.trapz) to numer-

ically integrate Fλ over the stated wavelength range.

To determine how the model parameters (Teff , [Fe/H],

and log g) influenced our bolometric luminosity calcu-

lation, we tested how varying these parameters changed

our estimate of Lbol. We found that by changing the

model by one grid point, log10(Lbol/LSun) changed by an

average of 0.008±0.005, 0.007±0.005, and 0.002±0.002

for a change in Teff of 100K, and [Fe/H] and log g of

0.5 dex, respectively. If all three are changed in con-

junction, the change in log10(Lbol/LSun) was on average

0.015 ± 0.008, however we do not expect our estimates

to deviate this substantially in all three parameters.

These errors are larger than the propagated uncertain-

ties, and so we adopt the change if all three parameters

are changed in conjunction as a conservative estimate of

the uncertainty in the bolometric flux (the uncertainty

in the parallax is then incorporated to determine the

total uncertainty in Lbol).

We also compared how using real spectra versus mod-

els changed our values of Lbol. Three of our targets had

previously published spectra that spanned the near- and

mid-IR (LHS 1174, LHS 377, LSR J2122+36, all from

the SpeX Prism Spectral Libraries (Burgasser 2014)9).

In combination with our optical spectra, a majority of

the flux-contributing region of the SED was covered by

real spectra. We found that by using the real spectra in-

stead of the best-fit model, log10(Lbol/LSun) changed by

0.01. This value is well within our new adopted uncer-

tainties from changing the model, so we conclude that

using a model instead of a real spectrum is indeed valid

(as long as the uncertainties mentioned above are in-

cluded).

5. RESULTS

The effective temperatures (calculated in Section 4.2)

and bolometric luminosities (calculated in Section 4.3.2)

were combined to determine a radius using the Stefan-

Boltzmann Law: R =
√
Lbol/(4πσT 4

eff). The derived

parameters (including Teff , Lbol, and R) for all of our

sources are given in Table 3. Figure 9 shows how the

radii change for a given effective temperature with de-

creasing metallicity. We find that stellar evolutionary

models from Baraffe et al. (1997) accurately predict the

radii of low-metallicity subdwarfs. For a given effective

temperature the radius can deviate by a factor of almost

five for a change in metallicity of 2.5 dex.

Table 3. Derived Parameters

Star Spectral Teff σT log(Lbol/LSun) σlog(Lbol/LSun) Radius σR [Fe/H] σ[Fe/H] [Fe/H]

Name Class (K) (K) (RSun) (RSun) method

2MASSJ0822+1700 usdM6 3200 100 −3.139 0.031 0.088 0.006 −1.4 0.3 Spec

Gl109 dM3 3400 100 −1.783 0.058 0.37 0.033 −0.1 0.08 Lit1

Gl143.1 dK7 4000 100 −1.044 0.011 0.626 0.033 0.17 0.15 Phot

Gl229A dM1 3600.0 100 −1.271 0.035 0.595 0.041 0.02 0.08 Lit1

Gl270 dM0 3900 100 −1.141 0.011 0.589 0.03 0.23 0.15 Phot

Gl388 dM3 3400 100 −1.643 0.02 0.435 0.027 0.15 0.08 Lit1

Gl393 dM2 3500 100 −1.597 0.01 0.432 0.025 −0.18 0.08 Lit1

Gl402 dM4 3200 100 −2.105 0.013 0.288 0.019 0.16 0.08 Lit1

Continued

9 http://pono.ucsd.edu/∼adam/browndwarfs/spexprism/
1 Mann et al. (2015)

http://pono.ucsd.edu/~adam/browndwarfs/spexprism/
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Figure 8. Spectral energy distribution (SED) of LHS 377. The red points show all the available photometry for the source,
converted into Fλ as described in Section 4.3.1. The errorbars from the photometry are plotted but are similar in size to the
points. The blue points are the synthetic photometry created using the filter bandpasses and gray model spectrum as described
in Section 4.3.2. The synthetic photometry and the model are both multiplied by the normalization constant C. The gray
model multiplied by C is what we integrate under to determine the bolometric flux and in turn the bolometric luminosity.

Star Spectral Teff σT log(Lbol/LSun) σlog(Lbol/LSun) Radius σR [Fe/H] σ[Fe/H] [Fe/H]

Name Class (K) (K) (RSun) (RSun) method

Gl406 dM6 2700 100 −2.995 0.007 0.145 0.011 0.25 0.08 Lit1

Gl411 dM2 3400 100 −1.704 0.037 0.405 0.029 −0.38 0.08 Lit1

Gl436 dM3 3600 100 −1.638 0.015 0.39 0.023 0.01 0.08 Lit1

Gl447 dM4 3200 100 −2.43 0.014 0.198 0.013 −0.02 0.08 Lit1

Gl51 dM5 2900 100 −2.346 0.013 0.266 0.019 0.22 0.08 Lit2

Gl908 dM1 3600 100 −1.596 0.011 0.409 0.023 −0.45 0.08 Lit1

LHS1032 usdM4 3400 100 −2.775 0.02 0.118 0.007 −1.4 0.3 Spec

LHS104 esdK7 3900 100 −1.711 0.006 0.306 0.016 −1.29 0.3 Spec

LHS1074 sdM6 3200 100 −2.88 0.028 0.118 0.008 −0.52 0.3 Spec

LHS1166 sdM6 3100 100 −2.924 0.024 0.12 0.008 −0.39 0.3 Spec

LHS1174 esdM3 3400 100 −2.513 0.013 0.16 0.01 −1.31 0.3 Spec

LHS12 d/sdM0 3900 100 −1.642 0.019 0.331 0.018 −0.33 0.15 Phot

LHS1454 usdK7 3800 100 −2.262 0.012 0.171 0.009 −1.59 0.3 Spec

LHS156 sdM3 3500 100 −2.403 0.009 0.171 0.01 −0.64 0.3 Spec

LHS161 esdM2 3700 100 −2.166 0.006 0.201 0.011 −1.1 0.3 Spec

LHS1625 usdM6 3400 100 −2.809 0.041 0.114 0.009 −1.64 0.3 Spec

LHS1691 usdM2 3400 100 −2.429 0.014 0.176 0.011 −1.8 0.3 Spec

LHS170 esdK7 4300 100 −1.123 0.008 0.495 0.023 −1.28 0.3 Spec

Continued

2 Gaidos et al. (2014)
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Star Spectral Teff σT log(Lbol/LSun) σlog(Lbol/LSun) Radius σR [Fe/H] σ[Fe/H] [Fe/H]

Name Class (K) (K) (RSun) (RSun) method

LHS1703 esdK7 3900 100 −1.587 0.012 0.352 0.019 −1.1 0.3 Spec

LHS173 esdK7 4100 100 −1.305 0.016 0.441 0.023 −0.94 0.18 Lit2

LHS174 sdM0 3800 100 −1.434 0.32 0.442 0.165 −0.63 0.3 Spec

LHS1742a esdM6 3300 100 −2.912 0.333 0.107 0.042 −0.97 0.3 Spec

LHS178 d/sdM1 3600 100 −1.795 0.013 0.326 0.019 −0.29 0.3 Spec

LHS182 usdM0 3700 100 −2.128 0.085 0.21 0.024 −1.66 0.3 Spec

LHS1826 usdM6 3300 100 −2.94 0.019 0.104 0.007 −1.73 0.3 Spec

LHS1863 usdM1 3600 100 −2.015 0.01 0.253 0.014 −1.59 0.3 Spec

LHS1994 esdM1 3700 100 −1.844 0.017 0.291 0.017 −1.13 0.3 Spec

LHS20 d/sdM2 3500 100 −2.26 0.011 0.202 0.012 −0.28 0.15 Spec

LHS2023 esdM6 3200 100 −2.917 0.022 0.113 0.008 −1.15 0.3 Spec

LHS205a usdM5 3400 100 −2.783 0.028 0.117 0.008 −1.43 0.3 Spec

LHS2061 sdM5 3300 100 −2.691 0.019 0.138 0.009 −0.76 0.3 Spec

LHS2096 esdM5 3300 100 −2.852 0.018 0.115 0.007 −1.25 0.3 Spec

LHS2163 sdM1 3600 100 −1.661 0.017 0.38 0.022 −0.56 0.12 iSHELL Spec

LHS228 sdM2 3500 100 −2.32 0.019 0.188 0.012 −0.55 0.3 Spec

LHS2326 esdM2 3300 100 −2.353 0.009 0.204 0.013 −0.98 0.3 Spec

LHS2355 usdM0 3800 100 −2.393 0.014 0.147 0.008 −1.76 0.3 Spec

LHS2405 d/sdM4 3500 100 −1.604 0.011 0.429 0.025 −0.24 0.15 Spec

LHS2500 usdM5 3100 100 −2.845 0.039 0.131 0.01 −1.88 0.3 Spec

LHS2674 sdM4 3300 100 −2.573 0.022 0.158 0.01 −0.57 0.3 Spec

LHS272 sdM3 3400 100 −2.431 0.01 0.175 0.011 −0.72 0.3 Spec

LHS2843 esdM0 3500 100 −2.068 0.015 0.251 0.015 −1.26 0.3 Spec

LHS2852 sdM2 3400 100 −1.767 0.01 0.377 0.023 −0.05 0.12 iSHELL Spec

LHS3090 usdM4 3400 100 −2.609 0.015 0.143 0.009 −1.5 0.3 Spec

LHS318 esdM1 3600 100 −2.25 0.01 0.193 0.011 −1.3 0.3 Spec

LHS3189 d/sdM1 3100 100 −2.72 0.022 0.151 0.01 −0.57 0.15 Phot

LHS3255 dM4 3100 100 −2.177 0.009 0.283 0.018 −0.15 0.15 Phot

LHS326 esdM3 3700 100 −2.147 0.007 0.206 0.011 −1.18 0.3 Spec

LHS3263 esdM3 3700 100 −2.369 0.019 0.159 0.009 −1.22 0.3 Spec

LHS3276 esdK7 3900 100 −1.741 0.014 0.295 0.016 −1.18 0.3 Spec

LHS3382 usdM3 3400 100 −2.472 0.013 0.167 0.01 −1.38 0.3 Spec

LHS3390 sdM5 3300 100 −2.708 0.014 0.135 0.008 −0.83 0.3 Spec

LHS3409 d/sdM4 3200 100 −2.635 0.019 0.157 0.01 −0.31 0.12 iSHELL Spec

LHS3555 usdM2 3300 100 −2.842 0.022 0.116 0.008 −1.78 0.3 Spec

LHS360 esdM0 3700 100 −1.96 0.013 0.255 0.014 −0.96 0.3 Spec

LHS364 usdM1 3600 100 −2.491 0.014 0.146 0.008 −1.54 0.3 Spec

LHS375 esdM4 3400 100 −2.697 0.01 0.129 0.008 −1.27 0.3 Spec

LHS377 sdM7 3000 100 −2.993 0.019 0.118 0.008 −0.41 0.3 Spec

LHS4028 usdM4 3500 100 −2.692 0.018 0.123 0.007 −1.64 0.3 Spec

LHS42 esdM0 3800 100 −1.756 0.008 0.306 0.016 −0.96 0.12 iSHELL Spec

LHS453 usdM4 3300 100 −2.799 0.026 0.122 0.008 −1.77 0.3 Spec

LHS482 sdM1 3600 100 −1.929 0.026 0.279 0.018 −0.75 0.12 iSHELL Spec

LHS489 usdM0 3600 100 −2.299 0.017 0.182 0.011 −1.88 0.3 Spec

Continued

2 Schmidt et al. (2016)
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Star Spectral Teff σT log(Lbol/LSun) σlog(Lbol/LSun) Radius σR [Fe/H] σ[Fe/H] [Fe/H]

Name Class (K) (K) (RSun) (RSun) method

LHS504 d/sdM5 3100 100 −2.588 0.026 0.176 0.012 −0.18 0.3 Spec

LHS515 esdM5 3400 100 −2.8 0.014 0.115 0.007 −1.08 0.3 Spec

LHS518 sdK7 3900 100 −1.671 0.018 0.32 0.018 −0.79 0.3 Spec

LHS522 usdK7 3900 100 −2.027 0.127 0.212 0.033 −1.41 0.3 Spec

LSRJ0020+5526 sdM2 3700 100 −2.194 0.015 0.195 0.011 −0.7 0.3 Spec

LSRJ0522+3814 usdM3 3500 100 −2.655 0.01 0.128 0.007 −1.63 0.3 Spec

LSRJ0621+1219 usdM6 3300 100 −2.912 0.014 0.107 0.007 −1.65 0.3 Spec

LSRJ0621+3652 usdK7 3700 100 −2.091 0.008 0.219 0.012 −1.38 0.3 Spec

LSRJ0705+0506 sdM4 3400 100 −2.451 0.013 0.171 0.01 −0.64 0.15 Phot

LSRJ1340+1902 esdM4 3300 100 −2.698 0.016 0.137 0.009 −1.15 0.3 Spec

LSRJ1956+4428 usdM0 3600 100 −2.465 0.008 0.15 0.008 −1.56 0.3 Spec

LSRJ2115+3804 usdK7 3700 100 −2.174 0.007 0.199 0.011 −1.62 0.3 Spec

LSRJ2122+3656 esdM5 3300 100 −2.802 0.011 0.122 0.008 −1.34 0.3 Spec

LSRJ2205+5353 usdM1 3600 100 −2.384 0.009 0.165 0.009 −1.55 0.3 Spec

NLTT3247 dM4 3200 100 −2.475 0.026 0.188 0.013 −0.09 0.15 Phot

Teegarden dM6 2700 100 −3.137 0.001 0.123 0.009 −0.31 0.08 Lit1

WISE0238+3617 usdM3 3300 100 −2.807 0.015 0.121 0.008 −1.56 0.3 Spec

WISE0707+1705 usdM2 3600 100 −2.57 0.012 0.133 0.008 −1.65 0.3 Spec

5.1. Color Relations

Broadband colors are readily available for a massive

number of sources thanks to surveys such as Gaia and

2MASS. We therefore present Gaia and 2MASS color to

radius and absolute magnitude relations for our sources.

Figure 10 shows different optical and IR color to radius

relations. We find that J −K is not well fit by a simple

equation, but both Gaia R − J and Gaia R − B can

be fit with equations relating these colors to the stellar

radius. We chose a decreasing exponential equation to

describe the data, which was physically motivated by

the fact that the stellar radii cannot collapse to sizes

smaller than 0.1RSun due to degeneracy pressure. We

use the following exponential to describe the data:

R = A e−[b(color)+c[Fe/H]] (5)

where the best fit constants for Gaia R−J are 5.02, 2.04,

and -1.06 and for Gaia B − R are 4.0, 1.17, and −1.04

for A, b, and c, respectively. Even with a metallicity

dependent relation we still find a scatter in the radius

of ∼ 20%.

We also fit color to metallicity relations for our sample.

Like previous studies (e.g., Mann et al. 2013; Newton

et al. 2014; Mann et al. 2015) we find that J −Ks gives

the best fit for a single color to [Fe/H] relation, and find

the following best-fit equation:

[Fe/H] = 4.22(J −Ks)− 3.86 (6)

where the 1-σ scatter is 0.37 dex.

5.2. Absolute Magnitude Relations

Previous studies have found that the scatter in ra-

dius relations due to metallicity can be reduced (or even

eliminated) by using absolute infrared photometry ver-

sus radius relations (MKs
− Radius: e.g., Boyajian et al.

2012; Mann et al. 2015). However, the spread in metal-

licity previously explored was only about 1.0 dex (from

+0.5 to −0.5 dex). We calculate absolute K-band mag-

nitudes for our whole sample and find that while there

is significantly less scatter for radii determined using an

MKs− Radius relation, the relation is still metallicity

dependent (see Figure 11). For our lowest metallicity

stars ([Fe/H] < −1.0 dex), we measure radii that are

on average 10% smaller than the radii that would be de-

termined using the MK− Radius relation that does not

include metallicity as a parameter (Equation 4: Mann

et al. 2015). Equation 5 of Mann et al. (2015) gives a

relation that includes metallicity as a parameter:

R = (a− bMKs
+ cM2

Ks
)× (1 + f [Fe/H]) (7)

where they find best fit values of 1.9305, -0.3466,

0.01647, and 0.04458 for a, b, c, and f , respectively. We
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Figure 9. Results of our effective temperature and radius determinations of all the stars in our sample (star markers), as well
as previously determined effective temperatures and radii from Mann et al. (2015) (circle markers). The points are colored by
their metallicity ([Fe/H]). The empirically determined relation from Mann et al. (2015) for solar metallicity stars is shown as a
blue line, while the relations from the Baraffe stellar evolutionary models (Baraffe et al. 1997) are shown in black. Our points
fall along the stellar evolution curves and thus validate the predicted factor of two to three change in radius for extreme and
ultra subdwarfs for a given effective temperature.

find that this relation fits our data better, but still over-

estimates the radii of our sample by an average of 5% for

stars with metallicities below -0.5 dex. We use our data

to determine new coefficients that are valid for [Fe/H]

values down to -2.0 dex, and find values of 1.875± 0.05,

−0.337±0.01, 0.0161±0.0009, and 0.079±0.01 for a, b, c,

and f , respectively. The scatter in the residuals of our

MKs
− Radius relation is 6% and is valid for MKs

values

of 4 to 11 and metallicities from +0.5 dex to −2.0 dex.

The absolute Ks-band relation greatly reduces the un-

certainty in the radius compared to the color−radius re-

lation (Equation 5) and so we recommend using it to get

the more accurate radii whenever possible.

5.3. Color Relations Relevant For WFIRST

Microlensing

We have used the radii to derive relations for an-

gular diameter versus color, which will be useful for

WFIRST ’s exoplanet microlensing survey (as discussed

in Section 1). Figure 12 shows the angular diameter of

our sample at zero apparent magnitude in different fil-

ters (θm=0) versus color. θm=0 is proportional to surface

brightness and is used in constraining exoplanet proper-

ties from microlensing events.

We also present similar relations using synthetic pho-
tometry for the proposed WFIRST filters (Figure 13).

The wide near-IR band (W149) ranges from approxi-

mately 1−2µm, and will be used to detect microlensing

events. We test colors containing W149 and the six other

proposed filters to see which color combination has the

smallest change in angular diameter for a given color.

We find that the z-band filter (Z087) reduces the un-

certainty in the angular diameter the most, but there

is still a clear metallicity trend present. The fractional

uncertainty on the host and planet mass is equal to the

fractional uncertainty in θm=0 (σθ/θ). We find that the

fractional uncertainty in θm=0 is 5%, and for some of

the cooler stars can be as high as 12%. For compari-

son, a fractional precision of ∼ 7% is achievable with

ground-based microlensing data sets for blue stars us-

ing optical filters, where the uncertainty is dominated

by dereddening and not the angular diameter-color re-
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Figure 10. 2MASS and Gaia broadband colors versus stellar radius. Stars with similar colors show large variations in radius
for different metallicities. Overplotted on the two plots on the right are our color−Radius relations for metallicity values of 0.0
(orange), −0.5 (green), −1.0 (cyan), and −1.5 (blue). Even with these metallicity dependent relations we find a 1−σ scatter of
∼ 20% in the radius. The fits are given in Equation 5.
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Figure 11. Absolute Ks-band versus radius relation for
our entire sample of stars. In black is the best fit rela-
tion from Mann et al. (2015), which is valid for stars with
[Fe/H] > −0.6 and does not include metallicity as a pa-
rameter. In blue, we plot the metallicity dependent rela-
tion, which has the form of Equation 7, extrapolated past its
tested metallicity limit (−0.6 dex) at a value of −1.0 dex. We
find that while this better fits our data, it still over-predicts
the radii of the lowest metallicity stars in our sample. In red,
we plot our new metallicity dependent relation at a value of
−1.0 dex.

lations (see Section 4.3 of Gould et al. 2015 and Gould

2014 for a detailed discussion).

The degeneracy between color and metallicity can be

broken with the addition of a third filter, which can be

used to estimate the metallicity of the source star and

in turn obtain a more accurate estimate of the source

star’s angular diameter. We test all the different filter

combinations that contain either the W149 filter or the

Z087 filter (see Figure 14). The color combination that

gives the smallest uncertainty in the metallicity (0.4 dex)

is the K208 and W149 filters. This filter combination

also shows a linear trend with metallicity throughout

our metallicity range, but it only has a dynamic range

of ∼ 0.15 magnitudes. The Z087-F184 relation compar-

atively has a dynamic range of ∼ 0.75 magnitudes, while

still having a tight relation (uncertainty of 0.52 dex). If

bulge stars below −1.0 dex are determined to be rare,

we can use the Z087-F184 to get metallicities for stars

above ∼ −1.0 dex. However, if the probability of ob-

serving M subdwarfs of even lower metallicity ([Fe/H]

< −1.0 dex) is determined to be substantial, the most

linear relation, W149-K208, would provide the best dis-

crimination across a wider range of [Fe/H]. K208 is not

currently included in WFIRST’s filter wheel, but has

been considered in the past, and may be included in the

future.

By adding in a third filter the scatter in the log of

the angular diameter can be reduced to 3% (from about

5%). We conclude that while adding a third filter will

reduce our fractional uncertainty, without a third filter
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Figure 12. Angular diameter at zero apparent magnitude versus color for each of the stars in our sample. We have chosen the
filters displayed in this plot because they are similar to the filters that will be available on WFIRST. The points are colored by
our estimated metallicities, and as expected we find that for a given color the angular diameter changes with metallicity. The
tightest relation (least scatter in angular diameter for a given color) is given from the Gaia B - Gaia R bands.

the results are still promising that we can obtain accu-

rate angular diameters for the vast majority of targets.

We remind the reader that this section makes use

of synthetic photometry, generated using model atmo-

spheres, which have been shown to have discrepancies in

the M dwarf regime. While we believe all of the overall

trends shown by the synthetic photometry, individual

values may differ by small amounts. We also note that

the filter profiles used here are not necessarily the ones

that will end up on the WFIRST mission and so more

testing will be required at a later stage in the mission

planning.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1. Internal Consistency Check

We can perform a self-consistency check on our radius

determinations by comparing the apparent flux levels in

our spectrum to the flux of the best fitting model, scaled

by the dilution factor R2/D2 to determine the apparent

flux from the model at Earth. Plotted in Figure 15 is an

example of this consistency check. Any target where the

observed flux calibrated (black) spectrum fell outside of

the R2/D2 ± σR2/D2 scaled model (transparent blue)

was noted as being inconsistent.

We find that 9 out of our 88 spectra fall outside of

the 1 − σ errorbars: Gl 436, Gl 447, Gl 51, LHS 170,

LHS 375, LHS 2843, LHS 2852, LHS 3189, LHS 3255,

LHS 3555. These 9 targets are some of the most extreme

outliers in Figure 9, which suggests that the true scatter

in the Teff−Radius relation is actually smaller than what

is shown in Figure 9. We believe that the majority of

this discrepancy is due to the uncertainty in Teff , and for

the one source with previously determined parameters

(Gl 436) this is the case; our Teff estimate differs by

∼150 K from what Mann et al. (2015) report and thus

our radius estimate differs by 0.06 RSun. However, we

hypothesize that the radius discrepancy in a few of our

sources is due to inaccurate metallicities, which leads

to poor fits to the models. LHS 170 is the hottest star
in our sample, and for that reason may not have an

accurate metallicity estimate since the methods used for

determining metallicity for our sample are only valid for

spectral types later than ∼K7. LHS 2852 has differing

spectroscopic and photometric metallicities even though

it is in a part of parameter space where both methods

should be valid, leading us to conclude that there is

potentially something odd about its metallicity.

Because almost 90% of our sources pass our inter-

nal consistency check we are confident that the overall

trends observed in our data are accurate. We can also

conclude that our 1−σ errorbars do not seem to be un-

derestimated, and if anything they are overestimated.

6.2. Variations in Chemical Abundances

Many of our spectra have unusual spectral features

that are not reproduced by the stellar atmosphere mod-
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Figure 13. Angular diameter at zero apparent magnitude versus synthetic color for each of the stars in our sample. The
synthetic photometry shows very similar trends as seen in Figure 12. We also choose to show the W149 filter since this filter
will be used for the detection of microlensing events. We plot all the other filters planned for WFIRST to find the second filter
that will reduce the uncertainty in the angular diameter for a given color due to the differing values of [Fe/H]. The filters are
all labeled by their band name, and then a number which gives the central wavelength of the filter in units of 10−8m (i.e. Z087
has a central wavelength of 0.87µm).

els, or have colors and spectroscopic metallicities that

are at odds. Figure 16 shows these spectra with the

features in question labeled. 2MASS J0822+1700 con-

tains prominent Rb I lines (first noted in Lépine, et al.

(2004)), which are not seen in any other spectra in our

sample or in the models. Rb is a slow neutron cap-

ture (s-process) element formed during the AGB phase

of stellar evolution, so these interesting objects could

have formed near an AGB star and hence be polluted

by an overabundance of Rb compared to [Fe/H]. This

effect has been seen in warmer halo stars that exhibit

enhancements in s-process elements (Beers & Christlieb

2005).

WISE 0238+3617 has a significantly broader Na dou-

blet (labeled Na ‘D’ in Figure 16) than any of our other

spectra, as well as a deeper Na I doublet (∼ 8200 Å),

deeper K I lines, and weaker Ca II lines. Kirkpatrick et

al. (2016), who first published its spectrum, theorized

that the broad Na doublet was indicative of an extremely

low metallicity (< −2.0 dex). The extremely broad Na

doublet could be indicative of an over-enhancement of

Na. Na is produced during C burning in SN II, so this

star could have environmental enhancement, but more

information is needed to verify this claim.

LHS 1691 has weak absorption from the MgH band

compared to other spectra of similar spectral type. Ev-

idence for two populations of metal poor stars with dif-

ferent Mg abundances (low- and high-Mg groups) has

been seen by many groups in the halo population (e.g.,

Hayes et al. 2018). We hypothesize that the weak MgH

absorption in LHS 1691 suggests that this star is part

of a low-Mg population. There are other stars in our

sample with varying strengths in MgH for similar spec-

tral types, which could be indicative of the spread in the

[Mg/Fe] versus [Fe/H] measured by Hayes et al. (2018)

(see Figure 3 in Hayes et al. 2018). Since Mg is an α

element, publicly available models with varying α abun-

dances for single [Fe/H] values would be useful to better

model subdwarfs and estimate α abundances for differ-

ent stars.

Some of our spectra also have spectroscopic features

that are reminiscent of subdwarfs (very little TiO ab-

sorption), but near-IR colors that would point towards

a dwarf star metallicity when the relation from Newton

et al. (2014) is applied. LHS 1691 is the most extreme of

these cases, where spectroscopically it is classified as an

ultra subdwarf (−1.8 dex), but the photometric metal-

licity relation estimates a metallicity of +0.3 dex. Other

stars that exhibit this behavior but are not as extreme

are: WISE 0238+3617, LHS 2843, LHS 3382, and LHS

104. We are unsure what causes this interesting effect
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Figure 14. WFIRST synthetic colors versus our estimated metallicities for all the stars in our sample. We test every
combination that includes either the Z087 or the W149 filter to find the best third filter to break the metallicity color degeneracy
present in Figure 13. An ideal color−metallicity relation will be linear for the entire metallicity regime, and show a small scatter
around the linear relation. All of the color relations that contain the Z087 filter seem to saturate below about −1.0 dex, and a
decrease in metallicity no longer corresponds to a change in color. The W149 - K208 color relation shows the least amount of
scatter (1−σ uncertainty is 0.4 dex). The W149-F184 color relation has slightly more scatter (1−σ uncertainty is 0.5 dex), but
still shows a linear trend. The appearance of outliers on the right of the W149-F184 relation that form a “second-sequence” is
due to the coarse grid resolution publicly available for the BT Settl models. We find that all the points in this “second-sequence”
have a log(g) of 4.5 dex whereas the majority of the rest of the targets have best-fit log(g) values of 5.0 or 5.5. With a smoother
grid resolution (or real data) we suspect that these outliers would disappear.
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and merely note it in this paper, to be further explored

at a later time.

All of the above-mentioned unusual spectral features

lead us to conclude that a single metallicity value with

corresponding α abundance cannot always reproduce

observe features, and that in reality the chemical com-

position of the stars in our sample is more complex.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We find that for a given temperature, an ultra subd-

warf can be smaller than a dwarf star by up to a factor

of five, and that the Baraffe et al. (1997) stellar evolu-

tion models are in agreement with our data, providing

some of the first validation of these models for the lowest

stellar temperatures and metallicities. We also present

relations that can be used to convert direct observables,

such as color and absolute K-band magnitude, to stel-

lar radii for metallicities down to −2.0 dex with radius

uncertainties of ∼ 20% and 6%, respectively.

Finally, we present color to absolute angular diameter

relations that will be useful for the WFIRST exoplanet

microlensing survey. Many of the source stars observed

by WFIRST will be in the bulge of the galaxy, where

metallicities range from −3.0 dex to +1.0 dex, and so

the stellar angular diameters as a function of metallicity

will be a required input to extract accurate exoplanet

masses. We find that along with the W149 filter, the

Z087 filter gives the least amount of scatter in the de-

rived angular diameter due to metallicity change. How-

ever, the angular diameter of the source star can still

change by 10 − 15% due to a change in metallicity of

2.0 dex. To break this degeneracy a third filter can be

used to estimate the metallicity. We find that the W149

- K208 color combination gives a linear color to metal-

licity relation with the smallest uncertainties.
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